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В статье описывается механическое действие метательных машин, используемых в
римских легионах. Статья начинается с обзора тех исследований, которые были проведены автором за последние 15 лет, иногда в сотрудничестве с некоторыми коллегами. В выводах содержатся (почти) окончательные результаты изучения античных метательных машин как одного из направлений общего исторического исследования.
Представлены машины: баллиста, стреломет, катапульты, повторяющиеся катапульты
и карробаллиста. Были рассмотрены образцы артиллерии с прямой и высоко выгнутой траекторией полета снарядов. Эти машины относятся к периоду, начиная от
II века до н.э., и заканчивая падением империи в V веке н.э., но, главным образом,
принадлежат к имперской римской армии.
Ключевые слова: дизайн (конструкция) античных машин, римская артиллерия, машинная терминология.
The mechanical behavior and the performances of the throwing machines used by the Roman Legions ares presented. The paper starts from a synopsis of the studies that were carried on by the author, sometimes in cooperation with some colleagues, in the last 15 years
on ancient throwing machines and represent the (almost) final results of this branch of his
researches. The presented machines are: the ballista, the catapult, the repeating catapult, the
carroballista and the onager. So, both direct firing and high arching artillery was considered.
These machines belong to a period of time ranging from the II Century B.C. to the fall of the
Empire in V Century A.D., but mostly belong to the Imperial Roman Armies.
Keywords: Ancient machines design, Roman artillery, Machine terminology.

Introduction. It is commonly thought that the
very brilliant military campaigns that permitted to
the Romans to conquer and hold the largest empire
of ancient times was essentially due to their high
expertise in tactics and strategy and to well-trained
soldiers. This is certainly true but that ones were
not the only reasons: together with well-trained

and brave soldiers and with brilliant commanders,
the «key» for those brilliant military campaigns
was also an advanced technology. The possibility of
rapidly build roads permitted to quickly move the
legions, while the wide number of different war
machines including rams, siege towers and other
siege engines, throwing machines etcetera gave the
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legions a big advantage. Neglecting these aspects, it
is difficult to understand many things about ancient history.
Among these engines, particularly interesting
are the throwing machines that represented the
ancient artillery, both light and heavy, with pieces
to be used in the sieges for static warfare and pieces
to be used in open field battles as heavy artillery
and as infantry support gun or battalion gun. This
is why so many authors (see e.g. [1–23]) have studied ancient throwing machines.
So, it can be seemed interesting to deepen the
study of both kinematics and dynamics of these
machines and hence to assess their performance.
In the next sections, the following throwing
machines will be presented: the euthytone ballista,
the palintone ballista, the catapult, the repeating
catapult, the carroballista and the onager.
It must be considered that these studies permitted to assess the dynamical behavior of those machines and their performances for the first time.
The studies were essentially conceived as follows:
• Dynamical models and kinematic models of
the machines were formulated [2, 5, 10, 23].
• The model of the torsion motor that was formulated just for this purpose [1].
• The results were checked by observing the
paths of the ballista balls in the walls of Pompeii
and by observing the position of the onagrum balls
found inside the city. These, as known, are the remains of the siege of Pompeii by Lucius Silla.
• The virtual (depicted in some of the figures
included) and mechanical reconstructions of those
machines were mainly based on own authors’ studies of the classics (historians and engineers of the
Classic Age) and, sometimes, on our own translation of pieces by those classics.
• Some of those machines were build, in full
scale, by dr. Russo and the author for Italian Museums etc.
Since the main part of these machines was the
motor, it can be interesting to examine this component first.
The Torsion Motor. According to [2, 3] the
Greeks from Syracuse developed the first throwing
machines using torsion motor. This motor was
much more advanced and powerful that the older
ones based on the flexion of an elastic leaf (like in
the bows) and consisted of a strong wooden square
frame, reinforced by iron straps, divided into three
separate sections. The central section was used to
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insert the shaft of the weapons, while the sides were
for the two coils. These coils were made by a bundle of elastic fibers; the most widely used fibers
were women’s hair [24]. The hairs of Caucasian
women aging 20–30 years old are, In fact, the natural fibers having the best mechanical properties
[24].
As far as the use of women’s hair is concerned,
the following pieces (and author’s translation in
English) from the classic can be considered.
Vitruvius, De Architectura liber X, caput XI [25].
Nam quae fiunt in capitibus foramina, per quorum spatia
contenduntur capillo maxime muliebri vel nervo funes, magnitudine ponderis lapidis, quem debet ea ballista mittere, ex ratione gravitatis proportione sumuntur, quemadmodum catapultis de longitudinibus sagittarum.
In fact, holes are made in the mainframe and through
them are brought the cords, made mostly of woman’s hair or
of sinews, which are proportioned to the weight of the stone
that the ballista must throw and a ratio between weights and
lengths is taken in the same manner in which (it is done) with
the catapults for the length of the arrows.
Appianus Alexandrinus (Greek: Αππιανός ~95 – ~165),
Wars against Carthage, liber VIII, caput XCIII. [26]
Efficientbantque singulis diebus clypeus centum, trecentos
gladios; tela quae ex catapultis mittuntur, mille; tragulas et
lanceas quigentas; catapultas, quotot poterant: quas ut tendere
possent, raserunt feminas, quum aliorum pilorum esset inopia.
Each day they made 100 shields, 300 swords, 1,000 missiles
for catapults, 500 darts and javelins, and as many catapults as
they could. For strings to bend them the women cut off their
hair for want of other fibers.

In Fig. 1 a motor of a Roman catapult is shown;
on the left a remain found in Xantem, Germany is
reported, in the middle an authors’ pictorial exploded view [1, 2] and the bundle on the right.
The design of the Greek-Roman throwing machines was based on a module, i.e. the diameter of

Fig. 1. Propulsor of a Roman catapult; remains (left)
and virtual reconstruction (right). Adapted from [2]
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Fig. 2. Scheme of a ballista. Adapted from [1]

the modiolus marked in Figs. 1 and 2. Probably the
first ancient scientist who stated the relationship
between the weight of the projectile and the modulus diameter was Archimedes of Syracuse. From
Philon of Byzantium [27] to Vitruvius [25], all the
throwing machines designer and theoreticians say
that this relationship is:

D  1,1 100m .
3

(1)

Where:
D is the diameter of the modiolus (hence of the
hair bundle) in digits (1 digit ≈ 19,5 millimeters) m
is the mass of the projectile in mine (1 mina ≈ 431
grams).
In figure 2 a scheme of the whole machine is reported.
Vitruvius [24] is very meticulous in giving the
ratios between the diameter of the modiolus and all
the other main dimensions of the machine:
A = 7 D.
B = 3+ ¼ D.
C ~ 0,5 D (this datum is deduced by some relicts).
E = 1 D.
F = 4 D.
d1 = 9/16 D, diameter of the arm near the bundle.
d2 = 7/16 D, diameter of the arm near the rope.
What above clearly shows that ancient engineers designed their machines by adopting a modular design concept.
The Model of the Elastic Bundle. The model of
the bundle of hairs representing the torsion motor
was presented in [1] so just the main results are
summarized. It must be observed that, being the
motor a bundle of yarns, it cannot be studied by
the common structural mechanics equations.
The elastic energy L stored in an hair bundle is:

(1)

Where:
R is the radius of the bundle (hence of the modiolus);
r is the distance of a generic fiber from the bundle axis;
E is the Young’s modulus of the hair yarns;
l0 is the half of the length of the bundle;
 is the torsion of the bundle, given by the machine arms rotation and by the preload.
And the couple C exerted by the torsional motor is:

 R 4  4l 2 4l 2  R2 2 3/2
dL
 2 E l0  2  03  03  2  1  
d
 2l0 3 3  l0


1/2
2R2  R2 2  
(2)

 1  .

  l02
 
The L/D ratio between the length of the bundle
and its diameter was decisive for obtaining the
maximum energy from the bundle itself without
exceeding the hair stress proportionality limit. It
can be computed by [1]:
C

L /D 

2

 e /E   12  1



2

0,035

max  10,7 L /D (deg).

(3)

Were e represents the hair yarns stress proportional limit. It was found that all the torsion motor
throwing machines were designed with the L/D
ratio that permitted to achieve this stress proportionality limit at the maximum arms rotation for
each kind of machine [1].
The Ballista. In ancient times, the term «ballista»
indicated a stone or lead projectiles throwing machine while the term «catapult» indicated a big arrows (or javelins) throwing machines. During the
Middle Ages, these two terms were used in the opposite meaning; the author doesn’t know the reason.
In the following, the ancient meaning is adopted.
Ballistae were designed according to two different mechanical schemes: an earlier one called «eu-
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titonon» or «euthytone» and a later one called «palintonon» or «palintone».
Euthytone Ballista. In Fig. 3 a pictorial reconstruction of the ballista [1, 2], based on the treatise by
Vitruvius [25, 28, 29] is shown.
The euthytone scheme adopted arms located
outside the motor frame as shown in figs. 2 and 3.
In order to compute the machine performances,
the scheme shown in fig. 4 was considered.
By differentiating the equations that give the
projectile displacement Sc as a function of the arms
rotation the arm position :

SC  a  (  1)2  2  cos   2  (sin   )2  



 af2 (),

(4)

the projectile velocity Vc as a function of and of
the arm velocity  , is obtained:

sin2  2 cos  
VC , eut  a  sin  


2 2  (sin   )2 

Where  is the l/r ratio and  the e/r ratio (see fig. 4).
The energy balance between the potential elastic
energy of the bundles and the kinetic energy of the
projectile and of the machine moving elements is:
Ecin  L  Lattr .

(6)

Where:
Ecin is the kinetic energy of the moving components of the machine,
L is the elastic energy of the bundle, computed
by eq. (1),
Lattr is the energy lost due to the friction between the projectile and its guide.
If we indicate with:
m the projectile mass,
Ib the mass moment of inertia of each arm,
f the coefficient of friction between the projectile
and the guide, in a generic configuration assigned by
the arm rotation , the terms of eq. (5) are:
mVC2  2 Ib  2 VC2 
2 Ib 
Ecin 

 m 
 ; (7)
2
2 
[af 3 ()] 2 

L  4 E  l0  f1 (0  in )  f1 (  in );

(8)

Lattr  mg fSC  mg fa  f 2     f 2  in   .

(9)

So:

1 2
2 Ib 
VC  m 

2 
[af 3 ()]2 
 4 E  l0  f1 (0  in )  f1 (  in ) 
 mg fa  f2 ()  f 2 (in ).

(10)

The quantities f1, f2 and f3 are given by equations
(1), (4) and (5) respectively.
From the previous equations, we obtain:
 4 E  l0  f1 (in  0 )  f1 (  in )

VC  2 
m  2 Ib /[af 3 ()]2

1/2

Fig. 3. Pictorial reconstruction of the ballista
of Vitruvius. Adapted from [2]

Fig. 4. Euthytone kinematic scheme

mg fa  f 2 ()  f2 (in ) 

(11)
 .
m  2 Ib /[af3 ()]2 
Equation (14) permits to compute the projectile
velocity for any given arm angle , hence when it
leaves the machine [1].
It must be observed that this dynamical model
permits to compute projectile velocity without
solving differential equations, but directly in close
analytical form.
It was found that for these kind of machines,
the initial velocity was around 100 m/s.
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Table 1
Palintone ballista range figures;
projectile mass = 21,8 kg, initial velocity 118 m/s
(deg) Range (m)

Fig. 5. Examples of trajectories for the euthytone

In Fig. 5 are reported the trajectories, computed
by considering the air friction, of a stone projectile
which mass is 10 Roman minae (= 4,36 kg) and
having 95 m/s initial velocity, thrown with different elevation angles.
How it is possible to observe this machine
showed remarkable performances and rather flat
trajectories.
Palintone Ballista. According to several authors
(see e.g. [4, 8, 19, 20]), around II Century B.C., an
important improvement in the throwing machine
design took place. These machines had the arms
fitted inside the main frame as shown in Fig. 6.
This design permitted to reach larger arms rotations, hence better performances [5].
The kinematics and the dynamics of this machine was studied [5] in a similar way as described
for the euthytone.
In Fig. 7 are reported the trajectories of a stone
projectile which mass is 50 minae (= 21,8 kg)
thrown by a large palintone at 118 m/s initial velocity.

hmax (m)

Vf (m/s)

(deg)

Tf (s)

5

221

5,1

110,7

5,5

2

10

396,5

19,2

89,1

12

4

20

645,1

68,7

76,6

26,5

7,5

30

785,5

137,6

73

40,5

10,6

An example of computed range figures of these
large machines is reported in Table 1.
In the table are reported:
• the angle of elevation ,
• the range,
• the maximum height reached by the projectile
hmax,
• the velocity at the impact Vf,
• the angle at the impact ,
• the time of flight Tf.
Ballistae having the palintone scheme were designed as big as to throw up to 33 kg projectiles.
The Catapult. As told in the previous paragraph,
in ancient times the term «catapult» indicated a big
arrow throwing machine. This kind of machine
was also called by the Romans «scorpio» (=scorpion).
From a mechanical point of view, a common
catapult didn’t significantly differ from a ballista.
According to ancient engineers, calculations were
made starting from the length of the arrow. If the
latter is indicated with S, the diameter of the modiolus is:

D = S/9.

(12)

The ratios between the diameter of the modiolus
and all the other main dimensions of the machine
are the same that were already considered.
Much more interesting are some particular examples of scorpio: the repeating catapult and the
carrobalista.
Fig. 6. Palintonon: pictorial reconstruction and scheme

Fig. 7. Trajectories for a large Palintone

The Repeating Catapult. The invention of the repeating catapult is tributed to Dionysius of Alexandria, (III Century B.C.) and was described by
Philon of Byzantium [2, 6, 7, 27, 30–32]. It can be
considered as a concentration of the most advanced mechanical kinematic and automatic systems of the time, many of which are still widely
used. According to the author’s reconstruction
[10], based on previous works and from the description by Philon [27], the device is really auto-
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Fig. 8. Pictorial reconstruction of the repeating catapult.
Adapted from [2, 10]

Fig. 9. Views of the reconstruction of the repeating
catapult. Adapted from [2, 10]

matic. A pictorial reconstruction of it is shown in
Figs. 8 and 9. The device essentially consisted in a
container holding within it a number of arrows, a
cylinder feeding device and movement chain. According to Philon, the arrows were located in a vertical feeder F and were transferred one at a time
into the firing groove by means of a rotating cylinder C, activated alternatively by a guided cam, in
turn activated by a slide. One of the longer interior
teeth T of the chain pulls the slide S which in turn
pulled the cord, loading the coils of the motor. In
the same time, an attached cam caused a 180° rotation in the direction of the cylinder, drawing an arrow from the loader and placing it in the channel in
front of the rope. When the slide reached the rear of
the weapon, the cog released it, while another
opened the release mechanisms. An instant later,
upon completion of sprocket rotation, the same cog
coupled with the slide from underneath, pulling in
the opposite direction. Near the top of the weapon,
the second device closed the hook after it had retrieved the cord, while the feeder cylinder picked up
another arrow from the feeder. A half rotation in the
sprocket and the cycle was repeated.
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It must be observed that our reconstruction [5],
based on our translation of text by Philon, is really
automatic; this because, differently by previous
reconstructions [7, 12, 13], a simple rotation of the
crank was sufficient to move the cylinder, the slide,
the slide hooking mechanism and the trigger
mechanism.
This repeating scorpio threw arrows 485 mm
long. Supposing these arrows had a section of a
circle of 32 mm, an air drag coefficient Cx = 0,35,
weighted among 150 g and had an initial velocity
of 65 m/s [1], the trajectories reported in Fig. 10
can be computed.
From the figure it comes that this was a really
suitable machine that, throwing almost 10 arrows
per minute, could give an appreciable battlefield
coverage.
The Carroballista. The carroballista was a lightweight and cart mounted war machine represented
a powerful and effective artillery piece for the Roman Imperial Legions. Almost 24 of these light
artillery pieces were assigned to each legion, representing the first example of close support artillery.
Based on some bas reliefs on the Trajan Column and the Aurelian Column and on the investigations of some author’s previous studies [1, 2, 5,]
and on several investigations by other Authors [14,
22, 33], the authors [34] supposed that this ballista
(see Fig. 11) was based on a palintone design, as
already suggested in [8, 14, 15, 18, 22, 33]. This

Fig. 10. Trajectories of the repeating catapult arrows

Fig. 11. Bas relief and scheme of the machine.
Adapted from [23]
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Fig. 12. Trajectory of a bolt of the cheirobalista

design, in fact, seems reasonable to suppose for a
machine that should develop enough power in
small dimensions.
According to [22, 33] the author suppose that
the most probable motor was made up by steel helical torsion spring that replaced the hair bundle in
this kind of machine [34]. By means of a mathematical model of the machine, the mechanical behavior of the machine itself and hence the range
figures of possible projectiles were computed. The
possible projectile were a ≈ 200 gram lead ball or a
bolt having almost the same mass.
In fig. 12 are reported the bolt trajectories for an
elevation angle of 7,5°. How it is possible to observe, the trajectories is rather flat; this means a
rather high possibility to hit the target even for little errors in estimating the real distance of the target itself.
Finally it must be remarked It is also surprising
the modernity of the concept that consists in
providing the legions of a battalion gun for close
support about 1900 years ago [35, 36].
The Onager. The term «onager» comes from the
Latin «onagrum» that means donkey. The Greek
name of this machine was «monoanchon», literally
indicating a single arm machine. Although it is a
very interesting throwing machine, rather few investigations [7, 8, 19, 37] were carried on it. Unlike
the previously described machines that gave the
projectile a flat trajectory, the onager was an high
arcing throwing machine that was comparable to
modern howitzers. In figure 13 a virtual reconstruction is shown.
The working principle is shown in fig. 14 [38].
From figs. 13 and 14 the machine and it’s
working principle can be understood. Essentially
the machine was composed by a single arm (A in
Fig. 12) that is inserted in a hairs bundle, representing the torsion motor of the machine and giving an elastic couple (C in fig. 13) to the arm. The
bundle can be preloaded by means of the modioli
M (Fig. 12). On the other end of the arm, a sling is
liked (which kinematic length is indicated with l2
in fig. 13) that holds the projectile. One of the
sling ropes is fixed to the arm while the other rope
is linked by means of a ring that is put on a pin

Fig. 13. Virtual reconstruction and a particular
of the sling release mechanism of the onager.
Adapted from [2]

Fig. 14. Working principle of the onager

(F in the particular of fig. 12); the axis of this pin
can be set with a desired angle  respect to the axis
of the arm. Finally, a capstan rotates the arm to
charge the torsion spring and, hence, the machine.
When the trigger is pushed, the arm is released
and it will rotate because of the couple given by the
torsion motor. The projectile will be released by
the sling when it’s ropes will be approximately
aligned with the pin axis since in this condition the
ring of the sling will climb over the pin. In this
way, by changing the angle , the initial throwing
angle of the projectile and its initial velocity can
both be set.
The onager was designed to throw rather heavy
stone balls, jumping over the walls. It is interesting
to note that the range could be adjusted in two different ways:
by changing the angle ;
by changing the bundle initial torque, obtaining
more «flat» trajectories than the previous ones.
In the figs. 15 and 16 the trajectories of a
17,44 kg (= 40 Roman minae) stone ball are re-
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In table 2 and in table 3 are reported the range
figures for the cases of figs. 15 and 16 respectively.
All the above shows that the onager was a really
effective machine. The study, in fact also shows
that it could be even used with the same operating
flexibility of modern howitzers.
Fig. 15. Trajectories of the Onager; und = 110°.
Adapted from [38]

Fig. 16. Trajectories of the Onager; r = 95°

ported. In Fig. 14 the trajectory were obtained by
changing the angle  while the bundle initial torsion und was constant; in the figure the amount of
the angle  is reported. In Fig. 15 those obtained
by changing the bundle initial preload und are
shown and holding the angle of release r constant.
If a comparison with modern howitzers can be
made, we could conclude that the ways to adjust
the range essentially corresponds to both a variation of the gun barrel elevation (in the first case)
and of the weight of the firing charge (in the second case). This becomes even more evident if the
range figures are considered.
Table 2
Onager range figures; und =110°
r
(°)

V0
(m/s)




Range
(m)

hmax
(m)

Vf
(m/s)


(°)

65

35,72

73,99

63,8

57,3

33,9

74

75

43,66

65,1

132,2

74,6

40,2

67

85

52,3

52,5

229,7

80,1

45,7

55,5

95

61,4

32,46

293,5

50,5

50,6

36,7

Table 3
Onager range figures; r =95°
r (°)

V0
(m/s)




Range
(m)

hmax
(m)

Vf
(m/s)


(°)

75

29,1

85

37,67

29,69

71,4

10,4

27,7

30,6

30,64

118,7

18,1

34,8

32,3

95

46,78

31,5

179,5

28,9

41,5

34

105

56,41

32,18

252,8

42,3

47,7

35,8

115

66,57

32,71

337,2

59,3

53,4

37,6

Conclusions. The results of several previous investigations on ancient throwing machines were
presented. The latter are essentially based on
functional reconstruction of these machines by
the author (that allowed their kinematics and dynamics to be obtained) and also on other Authors’
studies.
The author hopes that what above can contribute to understand the following aspects:
The high level that was reached by ancient engineers in mechanical design.
The ancient warfare machines performances.
Some aspects of the ancient military history and
tactics.
It must also be noted that, excluding the trebuchet (a giant, non-transportable siege machine invented in the Middle Ages), no throwing machine
surpassed the described ancient machines until the
gun powder artillery was well developed. Moreover, some of these machines show a surprising modernity as far as the tactic employment is concerned, representing the ancestors of some modern
warfare techniques.
It is a pity to consider that mankind used his
capabilities mostly in conceiving war machines.
Nevertheless, it must be considered that almost all
the technology and the devices commonly used in
our life were developed starting from military applications [38].
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